
Circular orbits inside the sphere of death
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A wheel or sphere rolling without slipping on the inside of a sphere in a uniform gravitational field
can have stable circular orbits that lie wholly above the ‘‘equator,’’ while a particle sliding freely
cannot. © 1998 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent article1 in this Journal, Abramowicz and Szus
kiewicz remarked on an interesting analogy between or
above the equator of a ‘‘wall of death’’ and orbits near
black hole; namely, that the centrifugal force in both ca
appears to point toward, rather than away from, the cente
an appropriate coordinate system. Here we take a wal
death to be a hollow sphere on the Earth’s surface la
enough that a motorcycle can be driven on the inside of
sphere. The intriguing question is whether there exist sta
orbits for the motorcycle that lie entirely above the equa
~horizontal great circle! of the sphere.

In Ref. 1 the authors stated that no such orbits are p
sible, perhaps recalling the well-known result for a parti
sliding freely on the inside of a sphere in a uniform gravi
tional field. However, the extra degrees of freedom ass
ated with a rolling wheel~or sphere! actually do permit such
orbits, in apparent defiance of intuition. In particular, t
friction associated with the condition of rolling without slip
ping can, in some circumstances, have an upward compo
large enough to balance all other downward forces.

In this paper we examine the character of all circular orb
inside a fixed sphere, for both wheels and spheres that
without slipping. The rolling constraint is velocity depende
~nonholonomous!, so explicit use of a Lagrangian is not e
pecially effective. Instead, we follow a vectorial approach
advocated by Milne~Chap. 17!.2 This approach does utilize
the rolling constraint, a careful choice of coordinates, and
elimination of the constraint force from the equations of m
tion, all of which are implicit in Lagrange’s method. Th
vector approach is, of course, a convenient codification
earlier methods in which individual components were exp
itly written out. Compare with classic works such as those
Lamb ~Chap. 9!,3 Deimel ~Chap. 7!,4 and Routh~Chap. 5!.5

Once the solutions are obtained in Sec. II for rollin
wheels we make a numerical evaluation of the magnitude
the acceleration ing’s, and of the required coefficient o
static friction on some representative orbits. The result
parameters are rather extreme, and the circus name ‘‘sp
of death’’ seems apt.

The stability of steady orbits of wheels is considered
some detail, but completely general results are not obta
~because the general motion has four degrees of freed!.
All vertical orbits are shown to be stable, as are horizon
orbits around the equator of the sphere. We also find tha
horizontal orbits away from the poles are stable in the lim
of small wheels, and conjecture that a similar condition ho
for ‘‘death-defying’’ orbits of large wheels above the equa
of the sphere. In Sec. IV we lend support to this conject
by comparing the related case of a sphere rolling withi
sphere for which a complete stability analysis can be giv
419 Am. J. Phys.66 ~5!, May 1998
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Discussions of wheels and spheres rolling outside a fi
sphere are given in Secs. III and V, respectively.

II. WHEEL ROLLING INSIDE A FIXED SPHERE

A. Generalities

We consider a wheel of radiusa rolling without slipping
on a circular orbit on the inner surface of a sphere of rad
r .a. The analysis is performed in the lab frame, in whi
the sphere is fixed. Thez axis is vertical and upwards with it
origin at the center of the sphere, as shown in Fig. 1. As
wheel rolls on the sphere, the point of contact traces a p
that is an arc of a circle during any short interval. In stea
motion the path forms closed circular orbits which are
primary interest here. We therefore introduce a set of a
(x8,y8,z8) that are related to the circular motion of the poi
of contact. If the motion is steady, these axes are fixed in
lab frame.

The normal to the plane of the circular orbit through t
center of the sphere~and also through the center of th
circle! is labeledz8. The angle between axesz and z8 is b
with 0<b<p/2. A radius from the center of the sphere
the point of contact of the wheel sweeps out a cone of an
u about thez8 axis, where 0<u<p. The azimuthal angle of
the point of contact on this cone is calledf, with f50
defined by the direction of thex8 axis, which is along the
projection of thez axis onto the plane of the orbit, as show
in Fig. 2. Unit vectors are labeled with a superscript ca
( ˆ ), so that ŷ85 ẑ83 x̂8 completes the definition of the
prime-coordinate system.

For a particle sliding freely, the only stationary orbits ha
b50 ~horizontal circles! or b5p/2 ~vertical great circles!.
For wheels and spheres rolling inside a sphere there are
bits only with b50 or p/2 also, as we will demonstrate
However, the friction at the point of contact in the rollin
cases permits orbits with a larger range ofu than in the
sliding case. Ifb50 or p/2 were accepted as an assumptio
the derivation could be shortened somewhat.

We also introduce a right-handed coordinate triad of u
vectors~1̂,2̂,3̂! related to the geometry of the wheel. Axisˆ

lies along the symmetry axis of the wheel, as shown
Fig. 1. Axis 3̂is directed from the center of the wheel to th
point of contact of the wheel with the sphere. The vec
from the center of the wheel to the point of contact is the

a5a3̂. ~1!

Axis 2̂53̂31̂ lies in the plane of the wheel, and also in th
plane of the orbit~the x8–y8 plane!. The sense of axis 1ˆ is
chosen so that the componentv1 of the angular velocity
vector vW of the wheel about this axis is positive. Cons
419© 1998 American Association of Physics Teachers
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quently, axis 2ˆ points in the direction of the velocity of th
point of contact and therefore is parallel to the tangent to
orbit.

Except for axis 1ˆ, these rotating axes are not body ax
but the inertia tensor is diagonal with respect to them.
write

I 1152kma2, I 225kma25I 33, ~2!

which holds for any circularly symmetric disk according
the perpendicular axis theorem;k51/2 for a wheel of radius
a with massm concentrated at the rim,k51/4 for a uniform
disk, etc.

The wheel does not necessarily lie in the plane of
orbit. Indeed, it is the freedom to ‘‘bank’’ the wheel th
makes the ‘‘death-defying’’ orbits possible. The diameter
the wheel through the point of contact~i.e., axis 3̂! makes

Fig. 1. A wheel of radiusa rolls without slipping on a circular orbit inside
a fixed sphere of radiusr . The orbit sweeps out a cone of angleu about the
z8 axis, which axis makes angleb to the vertical. Thex8 axis is orthogonal
to thez8 axis in thez–z8 plane. The angle between the plane of the or
and diameter of the wheel that includes the point of contact with the sp
is denoted bya. A right-handed triad of unit vectors,~1̂,2̂,3̂!, is defined with
1̂ along the axis of the wheel and 3ˆ pointing from the center of the wheel to
the point of contact.

Fig. 2. The azimuth of the point of contact of the wheel with the sphere
the x8 axis isf. The unit vectorr̂ 8 is orthogonal to thez8 axis and points
toward the center of the wheel~or equivalently, toward the point of contact!.
Unit vector 2̂53̂31̂5 ẑ83 r̂ 8.
420 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 66, No. 5, May 1998
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anglea to the plane of the orbit. In general, a wheel can ha
an arbitrary rotation about the 3ˆ axis, but the wheel will roll
steadily along a closed circular orbit orbit only if the angu
velocity componentv3 is such that the plane of the whe
intersects the plane of the orbit along the tangent to the o
at the point of contact. Hence, for steady motion we will
able to deduce a constraint onv3 . The case of a rolling
sphere is distinguished by the absence of this constrain
considered later.

Since the wheel lies inside the sphere as shown in Fig
we can readily deduce the geometric relation that

u2p1sin21~a/r !,a,u2sin21~a/r !. ~3!

It is useful to introducer 85r 8 r̂ 8 as the perpendicular vec
tor from thez8 axis to the center of the wheel. The magn
tude r 8 is given by

r 85r sin u2a cosa, ~4!

as shown in Fig. 4. The vectorẑ83 r̂ 8 is in the direction of
motion of the point of contact, which was defined previous
to be direction 2ˆ. That is, (r̂ 8,2̂,ẑ8) form a right-handed unit
triad. The lengthr 8 is negative when the center of the whe
is on the opposite side of thez8 axis from the point of con-
tact. This can occur for large enougha/r when the point of
contact is near thez8 axis, such as whenu'0 anda,0 or
u'p anda.0.

The force of contact of the sphere on the wheel is labe
F. For the wheel to be in contact with the sphere, the forcF
must have a component toward the center of the sph
which will be verified after the motion is obtained.

re

o

Fig. 3. Geometry illustrating the extremes of anglea.

Fig. 4. Geometry illustrating the vectorr cm from the center of the sphere to
the center of the wheel, and the distancer 85r sinu2a cosa from the z8
axis to the center of the wheel.
420Kirk T. McDonald
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The equation of motion of the center of mass of the wh
is

m
d2r cm

dt2
5F2mgẑ, ~5!

whereg is the acceleration due to gravity. The equation
motion for rotation about the center of mass is

dL cm

dt
5Ncm5a3F. ~6!

We eliminate the unknown forceF in Eq. ~6! via Eqs.~1!
and ~5! to find

1

ma

dL cm

dt
5g3̂3 ẑ13̂3

d2r cm

dt2
. ~7!

The constraint that the wheel rolls without slipping rela
the velocity of the center of mass to the angular veloc
vectorv of the wheel. In particular, the velocity vanishes f
that point on the wheel instantaneously in contact with
sphere:

vcontact5vcm1v3a50, ~8!

and hence,

vcm5
dr cm

dt
5a3̂3v. ~9!

Multiplying this equation by 3ˆ we find

v523̂3
vcm

a
1v33̂. ~10!

Equations~5!–~10! hold whether the rolling object is a whee
or a sphere.

The strategy now is to extract as much information
possible about the angular velocityv before confronting the
full equation of motion~7!. The angular velocity can also b
written in terms of any unit body vector 1ˆ fixed in the wheel
as

v5v11̂11̂3
d1̂

dt
. ~11!

This follows on writing v5w11̂1v' and noting that the
rate of change of the body vector 1ˆ is justd1̂/dt5v'31̂, so
v'51̂3d1̂/dt. In particular, Eq.~11! holds for our choice
of 1̂ as the symmetry axis of the wheel. Using Eq.~2! the
angular momentum can now be written as

L5I¢
¢
–v52kma2v11̂1kma21̂3

d1̂

dt
. ~12!

B. Steady motion in a circle

To obtain additional relations we restrict our attention
orbits in which the point of contact of the wheel with th
sphere moves in a closed circle. In such cases the cent
mass of the wheel@and also the coordinate triad~1̂,2̂,3̂!# has
angular velocityḟ about theẑ8 axis ~and no other compo
nent!, where the dot means differentiation with respect
time. Thus

vcm5ḟ ẑ83r 8 r̂ 85r 8ḟ2̂. ~13!

Equation~10! can now be evaluated, yielding
421 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 66, No. 5, May 1998
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v5~r 8/a!ḟ1̂1v33̂. ~14!

For steady motion there can be no rotation about axisˆ;
anglea is constant. To findv3 we now pursue Eq.~11!.

As argued above, the angular velocityg of the triad~1̂,2̂,3̂!
is

g5ḟz852ḟ cosa1̂2ḟ sin a3̂, ~15!

using

ẑ852cosa1̂2sin a3̂, ~16!

as can be seen from Fig. 1. Then

d1̂

dt
5g31̂52ḟ sin a2̂, ~17!

d2̂

dt
5g32̂5ḟ sin a1̂2ḟ cosa3̂, ~18!

and

d3̂

dt
5g33̂5ḟ cosa2̂. ~19!

It immediately follows that

1̂3
d1̂

dt
52ḟ sin a3̂. ~20!

Comparing with Eq.~11! we see thatv352ḟ sina and
hence from Eq.~14! we find

v5~r 8/a!ḟ1̂2ḟ sin a3̂. ~21!

As anticipated, the rolling constraint specifies howv1 and
v3 are both related to the angular velocityḟ of the wheel
about theẑ8 axis.

For use in the equation of motion~7! we can now write

L5I¢
¢
–v5kma2@2~r 8/a!ḟ1̂2ḟ sin a3̂#, ~22!

and hence,

1

ma

dL

dt
52kr8f̈1̂2kḟ2 sin a~2r 81a cosa!2̂

2kaf̈ sin a3̂, ~23!

using Eqs.~17!–~19!. Also, by differentiating Eq.~13! we
find

d2r cm

dt2
5r 8ḟ2 sin a1̂1r 8f̈2̂2r 8ḟ2 cosa3̂, ~24!

so that

3̂3
d2r cm

dt2
52r 8f̈1̂1r 8ḟ2 sin a2̂. ~25!

Combining~7!, ~23!, and~25! the equation of motion reads

gẑ33̂53̂3
d2r cm

dt2
2

1

ma

dL

dt

52~2k11!r 8f̈1

1@~2k11!r 81ka cosa#ḟ2 sin a2̂

1kaf̈ sin a3̂. ~26!
421Kirk T. McDonald
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To evaluateẑ33̂ we first expressẑ in terms of the triad
( r̂ 8,2̂,ẑ8), and then transform to triad~1̂,2̂,3̂!. When the point
of contact of the wheel~and hence ther̂ 8 axis! has azimuthf
relative to thex̂8 axis, theẑ axis has azimuth2f relative to
the r̂ 8 axis. Hence,

ẑ5sin b cosf r̂ 82sin b sin f2̂1cosb ẑ8

52~cosa cosb1sin a sin b cosf!1̂

2sin b sin f2̂

2~sin a cosb2cosa sin b cosf!3̂ ~27!

using Eq.~16! and

r̂ 852̂3 ẑ852sin a1̂1cosa3̂. ~28!

Thus

ẑ33̂52sin b sin f1̂

1~cosa cosb1sin a sin b cosf!2̂. ~29!

The 1̂, 2̂, and 3̂components of the equation of motion a
now

~2k11!r 8f̈5g sin b sin f, ~30!

@~2k11!r 81ka cosa#ḟ2 sin a

5g~cosa cosb1sin a sin b cosf!, ~31!

and

kaf̈ sin a50. ~32!

The cone angleu enters the equations of motion on
throughr 8.

1. Vertical orbits

From Eq. ~32! we learn that for circular orbits eithe
sina50 or f̈50. We first consider the simpler case th
sina50, which implies that the plane of the wheel lies in t
plane of the orbit. For a wheel inside the sphere with sia
50, we must havea50 to satisfy the geometric constrain
~3!. Then Eq.~31! can only be satisfied if cosb50, i.e., b
5p/2 and the plane of the orbit is vertical. The remaini
equation of motion~30! now reads

~2k11!r 8f̈5g sin f, ~33!

with r 85r sinu2a.0, which integrates to

2k11

2
mr82~ḟ22ḟ0

2!5mgr8~12cosf!, ~34!

where ḟ0 is the angular velocity at the top of the orbit
which f50. Equation~34! expresses conservation of e
ergy. The angular velocityv and the angular momentumL cm
vary in magnitude but are always perpendicular to the pl
of the orbit.

The requirement that the wheel stay in contact with
sphere is that the contact forceF have the componentF' that
points to the center of the sphere. On combining Eqs.~5!,
~24!, ~28!, and~33! we find

F5
2k

2k11
mg sin f2̂1m~g cosf2r 8ḟ2!3̂. ~35!
422 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 66, No. 5, May 1998
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The contact force is in the plane of the orbit, so the result
torque about the center of mass of the wheel changes
magnitude but not the direction of the angular momentu
On the vertical orbits, axis 2ˆ is tangent to the sphere, an
axis 3̂makes anglep/22u to the radius from the center o
the sphere to the point of contact. Hence,

F'52F3 sin u ~36!

is positive and the orbit is physical so long as the angu
velocity ḟ0 at the peak of the orbit obeys

ḟ0
2.

g

r 8
, ~37!

as readily deduced from elementary considerations as w
The required coefficientm of static friction is given by

m5F i /F' , where

F i5AF3
2 cosu21F2

2 ~38!

is the component of the contact force parallel to the surf
of the sphere. We see that

m5cot uA11~F2 /F3 cosu!2, ~39!

which must be greater than cotu, but only much greater if
the wheel nearly loses contact at the top of the orbit. Hen
orbits with p/4&u<p/2 are consistent with the friction o
typical rubber wheels, namely,m&1.

Because a wheel experiences friction at the point of c
tact, vertical orbits are possible withu,p/2. This is in con-
trast to the case of a particle sliding freely on the inside o
sphere for which the only vertical orbits are great circ
(u5p/2). The only restriction in the present case is that
wheel fits inside the sphere, i.e.,r sinu.a, and that the
minimum angular velocity satisfy Eq.~37!.

2. Horizontal orbits

The second class of orbits is defined byf̈50, so that the
angular velocity is constant, sayḟ5V. From Eq.~30! we
see that sinb50 and henceb50 for these orbits, which
implies that they are horizontal. Then Eq.~31! gives the
relation between the required angular velocityV and the
geometrical parameters of the orbit:

V25
g cot a

~2k11!r 81ka cosa

5
g cot a

~2k11!r sin u2~k11!a cosa
, ~40!

recalling Eq.~4!. Compare example 3, Sec. 244 of Routh5 or
Sec. 407 of Milne.2 There are no steady horizontal orbits f
which a50, i.e., for which the wheel lies in the plane of th
orbit. For such an orbit the angular momentum would
constant, but the torque on the wheel would be nonzero
contradiction.

In the following we will find that horizontal orbits are
possible only for 0,a,p/2.

First, the requirement thatV2.0 for real orbits puts vari-
ous restrictions on the parameters of the problem. We ex
ine these for the four quadrants of anglea.

1. 0,a,p/2. Then cota.0, so we must have
422Kirk T. McDonald
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ka cosa

2k11
. ~41!

This is satisfied by allr 8.0 and somer 8,0. However,
for the wheel to fit inside the sphere with 0,a,p/2, we can
haver 8,0 only for u.p/2 according to Eqs.~3! and ~4!.

2. p/2,a,p. Then cosa,0 and cota,0, so the nu-
merator of~40! is negative and the denominator is positiv
Hence,V is imaginary and there are no steady orbits in t
quadrant.

3. 2p,a,2p/2. Then cosa,0 but cota.0, soV2.0
and r 8.0 and Eq.~40! imposes no to restriction. For th
wheel to fit inside the sphere witha in this quadrant we mus
haveu,p/2.

4. 2p/2,a,0. Then cota,0, so we must have

r 8,2
ka cosa

2k11
,0. ~42!

For the wheel to be inside the sphere withr 8,0 anda in
this quadrant we must haveu,p/2.

To obtain further restrictions on the parameters we exa
ine under what conditions the wheel remains in contact w
the sphere. The contact forceF is deduced from Eqs.~5!,
~24!, and~28! to be

F/m5~2g cosa1r 8V2 sin a!1̂

2~g sin a1r 8V2 cosa!3̂. ~43!

It is more useful to expressF in components along ther̂ and
û axes, wherer̂ points away from the center of the sphe
and û points toward increasingu. The two sets of axes ar
related by a rotation about axis 2ˆ :

1̂52cos~u2a! r̂ 1sin~u2a!û,
~44!

3̂5sin~u2a! r̂ 1cos~u2a!û,

so that

F/m52~r 8V2 sin u2g cosu! r̂

2~r 8V2 cosu1g sin u!û52r 8V2r̂ 81gẑ.

~45!

The second form of Eq.~45! follows directly from elemen-
tary considerations. The inward component of the con
force,F'52Fr , is positive and the orbits are physical pr
vided

r 8V2.g cot u. ~46!

There can be no orbits withr 8,0 and u,p/2, which
rules out orbits in quadrant 4 ofa, i.e., for 2p/2.a,0.

Using Eq.~40! for V2 in Eq. ~46! we deduce that contac
is maintained for orbits withr 8.0 only if

cot a.@2k111k~a/r 8!cosa#cot u. ~47!

For r 8,0 the sign of the inequality is reversed.
In the third quadrant ofa we have cosa,0, so inequality

~47! can be rewritten with the aid of~4! as

cot a.S 112k2
k

11r sin u/aucosau D cot u.cot u.

~48!
423 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 66, No. 5, May 1998
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However, in this quadrant inequality~3! tells us

cot a,cot@u1sin21~a/r !#,cot u. ~49!

Hence, there can be no steady orbits with2p,a,2p/2.
Thus steady horizontal orbits are possible only for 0,a

,p/2. Furthermore, since the factor in brackets of inequa
~47! is roughly 2 for a wheel, this kinematic constraint
somewhat stronger than the purely geometric relation~3!.
However, a large class of orbits remains withu,p/2 as well
asu.p/2.

The coefficient of frictionm at the point of contact must b
at least F i /F' , where F i5uFuu from Eq. ~45!. ~For u
.p/2 anda near zero the tangential frictionFu can some-
times point in the1u direction.! Hence, we need

m>
ur 8V2 cosu1g sin uu
r 8V2 sin u2g cosu

. ~50!

The acceleration of the center of mass of the wheel isr 8V2,
so according to Eq.~40! the corresponding number ofg’s is

cot a

2k111k~a/r 8!cosa
. ~51!

Table I lists parameters of several horizontal orbits fo
sphere of size as might be found in a motorcycle circus. T
coefficient of friction of rubber tires is of order one, so orb
more than a few degrees above the equator involve v
strong accelerations. The head of the motorcycle ride
closer to the vertical axis of the sphere than is the cente
the wheel, so the number ofg’s experienced by the rider is
somewhat less than that given in the table.

Figure 5 illustrates the allowed values of the tilt anglea as
a function of the angleu of the plane of the orbit, fora/r
50.1 as in Table I.

From Eq.~40! we see thata5p/2, V50 is a candidate
‘‘orbit’’ in the lower hemisphere. On such an ‘‘orbit’’ the
wheel is standing vertically at rest, and is not stable aga
falling over. We infer that stability will only occur forV
greater than some minimum value not revealed by the an
sis thus far.

Table I. Parameters for horizontal circular orbits of a wheel of radius 0.3
rolling inside a sphere of radius 3.0 m. The wheel has coefficientk51/2
pertaining to its moment of inertia. The polar angle of the orbit isu so orbits
above the equator of the sphere haveu,90°. The plane of the wheel make
anglea to the horizontal. The minimum coefficient of friction required
support the motion ism. The magnitude of the horizontal acceleration of t
center of mass is reported as the number ofg’s.

u
~deg!

a
~deg!

m vcm

(m/s)
No. of g’s

15 5 16.1 4.8 48
30 5 2.82 8.0 53
45 10 2.15 7.0 27
60 10 1.19 7.9 27
60 25 3.45 4.9 10
75 15 0.96 6.8 18
75 30 2.13 4.7 8
90 25 0.96 5.3 10
90 45 2.04 3.7 5

135 60 0.56 2.3 3
423Kirk T. McDonald
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C. Stability analysis

A completely general analysis of the stability of the stea
circular orbits found above appears to be very difficult. W
give a fairly general analysis for vertical orbits, but for ho
zontal orbits we obtain results only for orbits withu5p/2,
i.e., orbits about the equator of the sphere and for orbits
‘‘small’’ wheels.

We follow the approach of Sec. 405 of Milne,2 where it
was shown how the steady motion of a disk rolling in
straight line on a horizontal plane is stable if the angu
velocity is great enough. It was also shown that the sm
oscillatory departures from steady motion lead to an osc
tory path of the point of contact of the wheel with the plan
Hence, in the present case we must consider perturba
that carry the wheel away from the plane of the steady or

The difficulty is that there are, in general, four degrees
freedom for departures from steady motion: The axis of
wheel can be perturbed in two directions, the angular ve
ity ḟ can be perturbed, as well as the angleu to the point of
contact. However, the procedure to eliminate the unkno
force of contact from the six equations of motion of a rig
body leaves only three equations of motion. We will obta
solutions to the perturbed equations of motions only in s
cial cases where there are, in effect, just two or three deg
of freedom. A more general analysis might be possible us
the contact force found in steady motion as a first appro
mation to the contact force in perturbed motion, but we
not pursue this here.

A wheel rolling with a steady circular orbit on a plane c
suffer only three types of perturbations and the results o
analysis are reported in example 3, Sec. 244 of Routh.5 For a
sphere rolling within a fixed sphere, the direction of what
call axis 3 always points to the center of the fixed sphere
there are only two perturbations to consider and the solu
is relatively straightforward, as reviewed in Sec. IV belo
The stability of horizontal orbits of rolling spheres lends co
fidence that stable orbits also exist for wheels.

1. Vertical orbits

We define the (x8,y8,z8) coordinate system to have thex8
axis vertical:x̂85 ẑ. In steady motion we have

a50, 1̂52 ẑ8, 3̂5 r̂ 85 x̂8 cosf1 ŷ8 sin f, ~52!

Fig. 5. The allowed values of the tilt anglea as a function of the angleu of
horizontal orbits fora/r 50.1. The allowed region is bounded by thre
curves, derived from expressions~3!, ~40!, and~46!.
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wheref is the azimuth of the center of the wheel from thex̂8
axis. Thusf50 at the top of the orbit. To discuss departur
from steady motion in which the 1ˆ axis is no longer paralle
to the ẑ8 axis, it is useful to have a unit triad (r̂ 8,ŝ8,ẑ8)
defined by

r̂ 85 x̂8 cosf1 ŷ sin f,
~53!

ŝ85 ẑ83 r̂ 852 x̂8 sin f1 ŷ8 cosf,

with f defined as before. See Fig. 6. The surface of
sphere at the point of contact is parallel to thes8–z8 plane.
Axes r̂ 8 andẑ8 rotate about thez8 axis with angular velocity
ḟ, so that

dr̂8

dt
5ḟ ŝ8,

dŝ8

dt
52ḟ r̂ 8. ~54!

The perturbed 1ˆ axis can then be written

1̂5e r r̂ 81esŝ82 ẑ8, ~55!

with ue r u,uesu!1, where throughout the stability analysis w
ignore second-order terms. Writing

3̂5 r̂ 81dsŝ81dzẑ8, ~56!

with udsu,udzu!1, the condition 1ˆ•3̂50 requires that
dz5e r . Then to first order,

2̂53̂31̂52dsr̂ 81 ŝ81esẑ8. ~57!

We expect that vector 2ˆ will remain parallel to the surface o
the sphere even for large departure from steady motion,ˆ

must remain in thes8–z8 plane. Hence,ds50 and

3̂5 r̂ 81e r ẑ8. ~58!

Also, we can identifya as the tilt angle of the 3ˆ axis to the
r 8–s8 plane, so that

a5e r . ~59!

The analysis proceeds along the lines of Sec. II B exc
that now we express all vectors in terms of the tri
( r̂ 8,ŝ8,ẑ8). To the first approximation the angular velocity o
the wheel about the 1ˆ axis is still given byv15(r 8/a)ḟ.
From Eqs.~54! and ~55! we find

Fig. 6. For vertical orbits thex8 axis is identical to thez axis. The axisŝ8
5 ẑ83 r̂ 8 is in the direction of the unperturbed 2ˆ axis.
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d1̂

dt
5~ ė r2esḟ ! r̂ 81~e rḟ1 ės!ŝ8, ~60!

1̂3
d1̂

dt
5~e rḟ1 ės! r̂ 82~ ė r2esḟ !ŝ8, ~61!

so that Eq.~11! yields

v5v11̂11̂3
d1̂

dt
5@~11r 8/a!e rḟ1 ės# r̂ 8

2@ ė r2~11r 8/a!esḟ# ŝ82~r 8/a!ḟ ẑ8.

~62!

Then Eq.~12! tells us

L

ma
52kav11̂1ka1̂3

d1̂

dt

5k@~2r 81a!e rḟ1aės# r̂ 8

2k@aė r2~2r 81a!esḟ# ŝ822kr8ḟ ẑ8, ~63!

so that to first order of smallness

1

ma

dL

dt

5k@2~r 81a!ė rḟ1~2r 81a!~e rf̈2esḟ
2!1aës# r̂ 8

2k@aë r2~2r 81a!~e rḟ
22esf̈ !22~r 81a!ėsḟ# ŝ8

22k~r 8f̈1 ṙ 8ḟ !ẑ8. ~64!

In this we have noted from Eq.~4! that ṙ 85r u̇ sinu to first
order and thatu̇ is small. Next,

dr cm

dt
5a3̂3v'ar̂83v

5r 8ḟ ŝ82@aė r2~r 81a!esḟ# ẑ8. ~65!

Then to first order,

d2r cm

dt2
52r 8ḟ2r̂ 81~r 8f̈1 ṙ 8ḟ !ŝ8

2@aë r2~r 81a!~ ėsḟ1esf̈ !# ẑ8, ~66!

so that

3̂3
d2r cm

dt2
5~ r̂ 81e r ẑ8!3

d2r cm

dt2

52r 8e rf̈ r̂ 8

1@aë r2r 8e rḟ
22~r 81a!~ ėsḟ1esf̈ !# ŝ8

1~r 8f̈1 ṙ 8ḟ !ẑ8. ~67!

Also,

3̂3 ẑ5~ r̂ 81e r ẑ8!3~cosf r̂ 82sin f ŝ8!

5e r sin f r̂ 81es cosf ŝ82sin f ẑ8. ~68!

The r 8, s8, andz8 components of the equation of motio
~7! are then
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05@~2k11!r 81ka#e rf̈12k~r 81a!ė rḟ2ge r sin f

2k~2r 81a!esḟ
21kaës , ~69!

05@~2k11!r 1ka#e rḟ
22~k11!aë r2ge r cosf

1~2k11!~r 81a!ėsḟ

1@~2k11!r 81~k11!a#esf̈, ~70!

05~2k11!~r 8f̈1 ṙ 8ḟ !2g sin f. ~71!

If the perturbationse r , es , and ṙ 8 are set to zero, Eqs.~69!
and ~70! become trivial while Eq.~71! becomes the stead
equation of motion~33!.

The general difficulty with this analysis is that there a
only three equations,~69!–~71!, while there are four pertur-
bations,e r , es , f̈, and u̇. The perturbationu̇ appears only
in Eq. ~71! via ṙ 8; Its effect onr 8 leads only to second-orde
terms in Eqs.~69! and~70!. If we could neglect the terms in
f̈ in Eqs. ~69! and ~70!, then these two equations woul
describe only the perturbationse r andes to first order and a
solution could be completed.

Therefore, we restrict our attention to the top of the orb
f50, where Eq.~71! tells us thatf̈50 to leading order. The
angular velocityḟ0 at this point is a minimum, so the gyro
scopic stability of the wheel is the least here. Hence, if
orbit is stable atf50 it will be stable at allf.

The forms of Eqs.~69! and ~70! for f50 indicate that if
e r and es are oscillatory, then they are 90° out of phas
Therefore, we seek solutions

e r5e r cosvt, es5es sin vt, ~72!

where v now represents the oscillation frequency. T
coupled equations of motion then yield the simultaneous
ear equations

2k~r 81a!ḟ0ve r1@kav21k~2r 81a!ḟ0
2#es50,

~73!

$~k11!av21@~2k11!r 81ka#ḟ0
22g%e r

1~2k11!~r 81a!ḟ0ves50.

These equations are consistent only if the determinant of
coefficient matrix vanishes, which leads to the quadra
equation

Av42Bv22C50, ~74!

with solutions

v25
B6AB214AC

2A
, ~75!

where

A5k~k11!a2, ~76!

B5kag1k@~2k11!~2r 821a2!1~4k11!ar8#ḟ0
2,

~77!

and

C5k~2r 81a!~@~2k11!r 81ka#ḟ0
22g!ḟ0

2. ~78!

SinceA and B are positive, there are real, positive roo
wheneverB214AC is positive, i.e., forC.2B2/4A. In par-
ticular, this is satisfied for positiveC, or equivalently for
425Kirk T. McDonald
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~2k11!r 81ka
. ~79!

However, this is less restrictive than the elementary re
~37! that the wheel stay in contact with the sphere! All ve
tical orbits for which the wheel remains in contact with t
sphere are stable against small perturbations.

The stability analysis yields the formal result that
(f,ḟ)5(0,0), thenv5Ag/(k11)a. We recognize this as
the frequency of oscillation of a simple pendulum formed
suspending the wheel from a point on its rim, the moti
being perpendicular to the plane of the wheel.

2. Horizontal orbits

We expect the stability analysis of horizontal orbits to
nontrivial since we have identified steady orbits that are ‘‘o
viously’’ unstable.

The spirit of the analysis has been set forth in the prec
ing sections. For horizontal orbits the (x8,y8,z8) coordinate
system can be taken as identical to the (x,y,z) system, so we
drop the prime symbol in this section. We introduce a tr
( r̂ ,ŝ,ẑ), with r̂ being the perpendicular unit vector from th
z axis toward the center of the wheel. Thenŝ points in the
direction of the motion of the center of the wheel in case
steady motion.

It is also useful to introduce a unit triad that points alo
the ~1̂,2̂,3̂! axes for steady motion. Theŝ axis already points
along the 2ˆ axis for steady motion, so we only need definet̂
as being along the direction of 3ˆ and û as being along the
direction of 1̂ for steady motion, as shown in Fig. 7. The
( ŝ, t̂,û) form a right-handed unit triad. The vertical,ẑ, is then
related by

ẑ52sin a0t̂2cosa0û, ~80!

where a0 is the angle of inclination of the wheel to th
horizontal in steady motion. The triad (ŝ, t̂,û) rotates about
the ẑ axis with angular velocityḟ, so that

dŝ

dt
5ḟ ẑ3 ŝ52ḟ cosa0t̂1ḟ sin a0û, ~81!

dt̂

dt
5ḟ cosa0ŝ, ~82!

Fig. 7. For horizontal orbits of a wheel rolling inside a sphere, the (x,y,z)
axes are identical with the (x8,y8,z8) axes. Ther̂ – ŝ plane is horizontal. The
axesû, ŝ, andt̂ are along the unperturbed directions of the 1ˆ, 2̂, and 3̂axes,
respectively. Axest̂ and û lie in the vertical planer̂ – ẑ.
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and

dû

dt
52ḟ sin a0ŝ. ~83!

We now consider small departures from steady moti
The 1̂axis deviates slightly from theû axis according to

1̂5esŝ1e t t̂1û, uesu,ue tu!1. ~84!

The 3̂ axis departs slightly from thet axis, but to the first
approximation it remains in a vertical plane, i.e., thet –u
plane. Then we have

2̂5 ŝ2es1̂, 3̂5 t̂2e tû. ~85!

With the above definitions the signs of anglesa and e t are
opposite:

Da52e t , ȧ52 ė t . ~86!

To first approximation the componentv1 of the angular
velocity of the wheel about its axis remainsv15(r 8/a)ḟ.
Then

d1̂

dt
5~2ḟ sin a01 ės2e tḟ cosa0!ŝ

2~esḟ cosa02 ė t! t̂1esḟ sin a0û, ~87!

1̂3
d1̂

dt
5~esḟ cosa02 ė t!ŝ

2~ḟ sin a01 ės2e tḟ cosa0! t̂1e tḟ sin a0û,

~88!

so that

v5v11̂11̂3
d1̂

dt

5@~r 8/a1cosa0!esḟ2 ė t# ŝ

2@ḟ sin a02 ės2~r 8/a1cosa0!e tḟ# t̂

1~r 8/a1e t sin a0!ḟû, ~89!

and

L

ma
52kav11̂1ka1̂3

d1̂

dt

5k@~2r 81a cosa0!esḟ2aė t# ŝ

2k@aḟ sin a02aės2~2r 81a cosa0!e tḟ# t̂

1k~2r 81ae t sin a0!ḟû. ~90!

Then, to the first approximation,
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ma

dL

dt

52k@~2r 81a cosa0!ḟ2 sin a0

22~r 81a cosa0!ėsḟ

2~2r 8 cosa01a cos 2a0!e tḟ
21aë t# ŝ

2k@af̈ sin a01~2r 81a cosa0!esḟ
2 cosa0

2aës22~r 81a cosa0!ė tḟ# t̂

1k@2r 8f̈12ṙ 8ḟ1~2r 81a cosa0!esḟ
2 sin a0#û.

~91!

Unlike the case of vertical orbits, for horizontal orbits th
factor f̈ has no zeroth-order component and we neg
terms likeef̈.

Similarly,

dr cm

dt
5a3̂3v

5a~ t̂2e tû!3v

5r 8ḟ ŝ2@~r 81a cosa0!esḟ2aė t#û, ~92!

d2r cm

dt2
5@r 8f̈1 ṙ 8ḟ1~r 81a cosa0!esḟ

2 sin a0

2aė tḟ sin a0# ŝ2r 8ḟ2 cosa0t̂

1@r 8ḟ2 sin a02~r 81a cosa0!ėsḟ1aë t#û,

~93!

and

3̂3
d2r cm

dt2
5~ t̂2e tû!3

d2r cm

dt2

5@r 8ḟ2 sin a02~r 81a cosa0!ėsḟ

2r 8e tḟ
2 cosa01aë t# ŝ2@r 8f̈1 ṙ 8ḟ

1~r 81a cosa!esḟ
2 sin a02aė tḟ sin a0#û.

~94!

We also need

3̂3 ẑ5~ t̂2e tû!3~2sin a0t̂2cosa0û!

52~cosa01e t sin a0!ŝ. ~95!

Thes, t, andu components of the equation of motion~7!
are

05@~2k11!r 81ka cosa0#ḟ2 sin a02g cosa0

2~2k11!~r 81a cosa0!ėsḟ2@~2k11!r 8 cosa0

1ka cos 2a0#e tḟ
22ge t sin a01~k11!aë t , ~96!

05kaf̈ sin a01k~2r 81a cosa0!esḟ
2 sin a02kaës

22k~r 81a cosa0!ė tḟ, ~97!

and
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t

05~2k11!~r 8f̈1 ṙ 8ḟ !1@~2k11!r 8

1~k11!a cosa0#esḟ
2 sin a02aė tḟ sin a0 . ~98!

The leading terms of these three equations are just E
~30!–~32! for b50. Therefore we can writeḟ5V1 ḋ,
whereV is the angular velocity of the steady horizontal orb
andd is a small correction.

Although the derivative ofr 8,

ṙ 85r u̇ cosu01aȧ sin a05r u̇ cosu02aė t sin a0 ,
~99!

appears only in Eq.~98!, in general the perturbationu̇ is not
decoupled fromes ande t , as was the case for vertical orbit
Thus far, we have found a way to proceed only in somew
special cases in which theu perturbation can be ignored, a
described in Secs. II C 3 and II C 4.

3. Orbits near the equator

It appears possible to carry the analysis forward for
special caseu05p/2, the orbit on the equator of the spher
This case is, however, of interest.

Assuming u05p/2, the equations of motion~96!–~98!
then provide three relations among the three perturbationd,
es , ande t . For this we consider only the first-order term
noting thatḟ2'V212Vḋ and

r 85r sin u2a cosa'r 081rDu cosu01aDa sin a0

5r 082ae t sin a0 , ~100!

wherer 05r 2a cosa0 for u05p/2, recalling Eq.~86!. Also,
from the form of Eqs.~96!–~98! we infer that if the pertur-
bations are oscillatory, thend and es have the same phase
which is 90° from that ofe t . Therefore, we seek solutions o
the form

d5d sin vt, es5es sin vt, e t5e t cosvt, ~101!

wherev is the frequency of oscillation. The first-order term
of the differential equations~96!–~98! then yield the alge-
braic relations

052V sin a0@~2k11!r 081ka cosa0#vd

2V~2k11!~r 081a cosa0!ves

2$V2@~2k11!r 08 cosa01~k1sin2 a0!a#

2g sin a01~k11!av2%e t ,

052ka sin a0v2d

1@kV2 cosa0~2r 081a cosa0!1kav2#es

12kV~r 081a cosa0!ve t , ~102!

052~2k11!r 08v
2d

1V2 sin a0@~2k11!r 081~k11!a cosa0#es

12~k11!V sin a0ave t .

These equations have the form
427Kirk T. McDonald
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A11vd 1A12ves 1~A131B13v
2!e t50,

A21v
2d 1~A221B22v

2!es 1A23ve t50,

A31v
2d 1A32es 1A33ve t50.

~103!
To have consistency the determinant of the coefficient ma
must vanish, which leads quickly to the quadratic equatio

Av42Bv22C50, ~104!

where

A5B13B22A31, ~105!

B5A11B22A331A12A23A311B13A21A322A13B22A31

2B13A22A312A12A21A33, ~106!

and

C5A11A22A331A13A21A322A13A22A312A11A23A32.
~107!

From numerical evaluation it appears thatA, B, andC are
all positive for angular velocitiesV that obey Eq.~40!. That
is, all steady orbits at the equator of the sphere are sta
There is both a fast and slow oscillation about steady mo
for these orbits, an effect familiar from nutations of a sy
metric top.

4. Small wheel inside a large sphere

The analysis can also be carried further in the approxim
tion that the radiusa of the wheel is much less than th
radiusr of the fixed sphere. In this case the perturbation
angleu of the orbit is of higher order than the perturbatio
in azimuthf and in the angleses ande t related to the axes o
the wheel. A solution describing the three first-order pert
bations can then be obtained.

For the greatest simplification we also require that

a!r 08'r sin u0 . ~108!

Thus we restrict our attention to orbits significantly differe
from the special cases of motion near the poles of the fi
sphere.

In the present approximation the first-order terms of
perturbed equations of motion~96!–~98! are

2Vḋ sin a05Vės1S V2 cosa01
g sin a0

~2k11!r 08
D e t ,

~109!

es5
ė t

V sin a0
, ~110!

and

d̈52esV
2 sin a0 . ~111!

Inserting~110! into ~111! we can integrate the latter to find

ḋ52Ve t . ~112!

Using this and the derivative of~110! in ~109! we find thate t
obeys

ë t1FV2 sin a0~cosa012 sin a0!1
g sin2 a0

~2k11!r 08
Ge t50.

~113!

Then the frequencyv of the perturbations is given by
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v25V2 sin a0~cosa012 sin a0!1
g sin2 a0

~2k11!r 08

5V2 tan a0~11sin 2a0!, ~114!

using Eqs.~40! and ~108!.
Thus all orbits for small wheels are stable if conditio

~108! holds. We conjecture that orbits for large wheels a
also stable if~108! is satisfied.

For steady orbits that lie very near the poles, i.e., th
that haver 08&a, we conjecture that the motion is stable on
for V greater than some minimum value. For a wheel sp
ning about its axis on a horizontal plane the stability con
tion is

V2.
g

~2k11!a
. ~115!

See, for example, Sec. 55 of Deimel.4 However, we have
been unable to deduce the generalization of this constrain
include the dependence onr andu0 for small r sinu0.

III. WHEEL ROLLING OUTSIDE A FIXED SPHERE

Equations~1!–~32! hold for a wheel rolling outside a
sphere as well as inside when the geometric relation~3! is
rewritten as

u,a,p1u. ~116!

We expect no vertical orbits, as the wheel will lose cont
with the sphere at some point. To verify this, note that
condition sina50 @from Eq. ~32!# implies thata5p when
the wheel is outside the sphere. Then Eqs.~34!–~36! indi-
cate, for example, that if the wheel starts from rest at the
of the sphere, it loses contact with the sphere when

cosf5
2

312k
. ~117!

The result for a particle sliding on a sphere (k50) is well
known.

For horizontal orbits, Eqs.~40!–~45! are still valid, but the
condition that friction have an outward component is now

r 8V2,g cot u, ~118!

and hence,

cot a,~2k111k~a/r 8!cosa!cot u. ~119!

Equation ~40! can be satisfied fora,p/2 so long as the
radius of the wheel is small enough that (2k11)r 8
1ka cosa is positive. We must haveu,p/2 to havea
,p/2 sincea.u, so horizontal orbits exist on the uppe
hemisphere. A particular solution isa5p/2 for which V
50; this is clearly unstable.

There is a class of orbits withu,p/2 and a very near
p1u that satisfy both Eqs.~40! and~119!. These also appea
to be unstable.

The stability analysis of the preceding section holds f
mally for wheels outside spheres, but the restriction there
the case ofu590° provides no insight into the present cas
428Kirk T. McDonald
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IV. SPHERE ROLLING INSIDE A FIXED SPHERE

The case of a sphere rolling on horizontal orbits insid
fixed sphere has been treated by Milne.2 For completeness
we give an analysis for orbits of arbitrary inclination to com
pare and contrast with the case of a wheel.

Again, the axis normal to the orbit is calledẑ8, which
makes angleb to the verticalẑ. The polar angle of the orbi
about ẑ8 is u and f is the azimuth of the point of contac
between the two spheres. The radius of the fixed spherer .

The diameter of the rolling sphere that passes through
point of contact must always be normal to the fixed sphe
That is, the ‘‘bank’’ angle of the rolling sphere is alwaysu
2p/2 with respect to the plane of the orbit.

The rolling sphere has radiusa, massm, and moment of
inertiakma2 about any diameter. The angular momentum
of course,

L cm5kma2v, ~120!

wherev is the angular velocity of the rolling sphere.
We again introduce a right-handed triad of unit vecto

~1̂,2̂,3̂! centered on the rolling sphere. For consistency w
the notation used for the wheel, axis 3ˆ is directed toward the
point of contact, axis 2ˆ is parallel to the plane of the orbit
and axis 1ˆ is in the 3̂– ẑ8 plane, as shown in Fig. 8. In
general, none of these vectors are body vectors for the ro
sphere. The center of mass of the rolling sphere lies on
line joining the center of the fixed sphere to the point
contact, and so

r cm5~r 2a!3̂[r 83̂. ~121!

Equations~5!–~10!, which govern the motion and describ
the rolling constraint, hold for the sphere as well as
wheel. Using Eqs.~120! and ~121! we can write Eq.~7! as

ka
dv

dt
5g3̂3 ẑ1r 83̂3

d23̂

dt2
. ~122!

Fig. 8. Geometry illustrating the case of a sphere rolling without slipping
a circular orbit perpendicular to theẑ8 axis inside a fixed sphere. The 3ˆ axis
is along the line of centers of the two spheres and passes through the
of contact. The 2ˆ axis lies in the plane of the orbit along the direction
motion of the center of the rolling sphere and axis 1ˆ52̂33̂ is in the 3̂– ẑ8
plane.
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We seek an additional expression for the angular velo
v of the rolling sphere, but we cannot use Eq.~11! since we
have not identified a body axis in the sphere. However, w
Eq. ~121! the rolling constraint~10! can be written

v52
r 8

a
3̂3

d3̂

dt
1v33̂. ~123!

We can now see thatv35v•3̂ is a constant by noting tha
3̂•dv/dt50 from Eq.~122!, and alsov•d3̂/dt50 from Eq.
~123!. The freedom to chose the constant angular velocityv3
for a rolling sphere permits stable orbits above the equato
the fixed sphere, just as the freedom to adjust the bank a
a allows such orbits for a wheel.

Taking the derivative of Eq.~123! we find

dv

dt
52

r 8

a
3̂3

d23̂

dt2
1v3

d3̂

dt
, ~124!

so the equation of motion~122! can be written

~k11!r 83̂3
d23̂

dt2
2kav3

d3̂

dt
5gẑ33̂. ~125!

Milne notes that this equation is identical to that for a sy
metric top with one point fixed,2 and so the usual extensiv
analysis of nutations about the stable orbits follows if d
sired.

We again restrict ourselves to circular orbits, for which t
angular velocity of the center of mass, and of 1ˆ, 2̂, and 3̂is
ḟ ẑ8 where thez8 axis is fixed. Then with

ẑ852sin u1̂1cosu3̂, ~126!

we have

d3̂

dt
5ḟ ẑ833̂5ḟ sin u2̂, ~127!

d23̂

dt2
5ḟ2 sin u ẑ832̂1f̈ sin u2̂

52ḟ2 sin u cosu1̂1f̈ sin u2̂1ḟ2 sin2 u3̂,

~128!

and hence

3̂3
d23̂

dt2
52f̈ sin u1̂2ḟ2 sin u cosu2̂. ~129!

With these, the equation of motion~125! reads

2gẑ33̂5~k11!r 8f̈ sin u1̂

1@~k11!r 8ḟ2 cosu1kav3ḟ#sin u2̂. ~130!

We can use Eq.~29! for ẑ33̂ if we substitutea5u
2p/2 for the rolling sphere:

ẑ33̂52sin b sin f1̂

1~sin u cosb2cosu sin b cosf!2̂. ~131!

The components of the equation of motion are then

~k11!r 8f̈ sin u5sin b sin f, ~132!

@~k11!r 8ḟ2 cosu1kav3ḟ#sin u

5g cosu sin b cosf2g sin u cosb. ~133!

n
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The two equations of motion are not consistent in gene
To see this, take the derivative of Eq.~133! and substitutef̈
from Eq. ~132!:

kav3 sin b sin f523~k11!r 8ḟ cosu sin b sin f.
~134!

While this is certainly true forb50 ~horizontal orbits!, for
nonzerob we must haveḟ cosu constant sincev3 is con-
stant. Equation~134! is satisfied foru5p/2 ~great circles!,
but for arbitraryu we would needḟ constant, which is in-
consistent with Eq.~132!. Further, on a great circle Eq.~133!
becomeskav3ḟ52g cosb. This is inconsistent with Eq
~132! unlessb5p/2 ~vertical great circles! andv350.

In summary, the only possible closed orbits for a sph
rolling within a fixed sphere are horizontal circles and ve
cal great circles.

We remark further only on the horizontal orbits. For the
ḟ[V is constant according to Eq.~132!. Equation ~133!
then yields a quadratic equation forV:

~k11!r 8V2 cosu1kav3V1g50, ~135!

so that there are orbits with real values ofV provided

~kav3!2>4~k11!gr8 cosu. ~136!

This is satisfied for orbits below the equator (u.p/2) for
any value of the ‘‘spin’’v3 of the sphere~including zero!,
but places a lower limit onuv3u for orbits above the equator
For the orbit on the equator we must haveV52g/(kav3),
so a nonzerov3 is required here as well.

The contact forceF is given by

F/m5~g1r 8V2 cosu!sin u1̂

2~r 8V2 sin2 u2g cosu!3̂, ~137!

using Eqs.~5! and~134!. For the rolling sphere to remain i
contact with the fixed sphere, there must be a positive c
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ponent ofF pointing toward the center of the fixed spher
Since axis 3ˆ is radial outward from the fixed sphere, w
require thatF3 be negative and hence,

r 8V2 sin2 u.g cosu. ~138!

This is always satisfied for orbits below the equator. F
orbits well above the equator this requires a larger value
uv3u than does Eq.~136!. To see this, supposev3 is exactly
at the minimum value allowed by Eq.~136!, which implies
that V52kav3 /(2(k11)r 8 cosu). Then Eq. ~138! re-
quires that tan2 u.k11. So for k52/5 and at angles
u,50°, larger values ofuv3u are needed to satisfy Eq.~136!
than to satisfy Eq.~136!. However, there are horizontal or
bits at anyu.0 for uv3u large enough.

V. SPHERE ROLLING OUTSIDE A FIXED SPHERE

This case has also been treated by Milne.2 A popular ex-
ample is spinning a basketball on one’s fingertip.

Equations~135! and ~136! hold with the substitution tha
r 85r 1a. The condition on the contact force becomes

r 8V2 sin2 u,g cosu, ~139!

which can only be satisfied foru,p/2. While Eq. ~136!
requires a large spinuv3u, if it is too large Eq.~139! can no
longer be satisfied in view of relation~135!. For any case in
which the orbit exists a perturbation analysis shows that
motion is stable against small nutations.2

1M. A. Abramowicz and E. Szuszkiewicz, ‘‘The Wall of Death,’’ Am. J
Phys.61, 982–991~1993!.

2E. A. Milne, Vectorial Mechanics~Interscience, New York, 1948!.
3H. Lamb,Higher Mechanics~Cambridge U.P., Cambridge, 1920!.
4R. F. Deimel,Mechanics of the Gyroscope~Macmillian, London, 1929;
reprinted by Dover, New York, 1950!.

5E. J. Routh,The Advanced Part of a Treatise on the Dynamics of a Sys
of Rigid Bodies~Macmillan, London, 1905, 6th ed.; reprinted by Dove
New York, 1955!.
THE UNBELIEVABLE CONSEQUENCES OF IDENTITY

In conclusion, I would like to point out a paradox, the resolution of which eludes me. It is easy
to apply the method given here to the case of a mixture of two different gases. In that case, each
type of molecule has its own ‘‘cells.’’ From that follows the additivity of the entropies of the
components of the mixture. Therefore, with regard to molecular energy, pressure, and statistical
distribution, each component behaves as though it alone were present. At given temperature, a
mixture with numbersn1 andn2 of molecules, wherein the molecules of type 1 and 2 differ from
each other arbitrarily little~in particular, with respect to the molecular massesm1 and m2!,
produces therefore a different pressure and a different distribution over states than a homogeneous
gas that has molecular numbern11n2 , practically the same molecular mass, and the same vol-
ume. This appears, however, to be virtually impossible.

Albert Einstein, final paragraph of his first paper on the ‘‘Quantum theory of a monatomic ideal gas,’’ wherein he
discovered the Bose-Einstein condensation.Berliner Berichte,261–267~1924! ~Translation by Ralph Baierlein!.
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